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Evaluation of evidence

Our bread and butter is scrutinising the evidence 
underpinning clinical interventions



Clinical	interventions

Identification	of	available	 interventions

Development	of	new/modified	interventions

Evaluation	of	interventions	(primary	studies)

Grading	the	evidence	of	interventions	and	
formulating	recommendations

Implementation	of	the	interventions

Evaluation	of	interventions	(synthesis)

Identifying, developing, evaluating, grading, and implementing…



Evaluation of evidence

… but what about the evidence underpinning methods
used in systematic reviews (SRs)

Why should we care?
– Often many methods to choose from

• e.g. methods to estimate the heterogeneity variance, calculate 
confidence interval for the meta-analysis effect

– Our choices have implications (and trade offs) in terms of
• Performance (bias, efficiency, sensitivity, reliability, validity …)
• Usability (and implementation)
• Resource use

– Ultimately, the conclusions of our SRs rest on the methods used



Evaluation of evidence

§ Should we use a similar framework for evaluating SR 
methods as we do clinical interventions?



Identifying, developing, evaluating, grading, and implementing…

Clinical interventions

Identification	of	available	 interventions

Development	of	new/modified	interventions

Evaluation	of	interventions	(primary	studies)

Grading	the	evidence	of	interventions	and	
formulating	recommendations

Implementation	of	the	interventions

Evaluation	of	interventions	(synthesis)

SR	methods

Identification	of	available	methods

Development	of	new/modified	methods

Evaluation	of	methods (primary	 studies)

Grading	the	evidence	of	methods and	formulating	
recommendations

Implementation	of	the	methods

Evaluation	of	methods (synthesis)



A framework for SR methods

The advantage of using this type of framework is that it 
makes explicit the steps from identification through to 
implementation of the SR methods

This raises a series of questions:
§ How should we identify available SR methods?
§ How should we evaluate the performance of the SR 

methods?
§ How should we grade resulting evidence and formulate 

recommendations for SR methods?
§How should we implement recommended SR methods?



Identifying, developing, evaluating, and implementing SR methods

Evaluation	of	methods (primary	 studies)
How	do	we	evaluate	the	performance	of	methods?

Expert	opinion
Theory
Simulation	 studies,	 randomised	 trials,	empirical	
evaluations

Ad	hoc
Scoping	reviews/evidence	mapping

Identification	of	available	methods
What	methods	 are	available?

MethodStep

Evaluation	of	methods (synthesis)
How	do	we	evaluate	the	performance	of	methods?

Informal	collation	of	the	evidence
Systematic	reviews	of	primary	studies

Development	of	new/modified	methods
Theoretical	considerations
Existing	knowledge
Expert	opinion

Implementation	of	the	methods
How	should	 we	implement	recommended	

methods?

Implementation	strategies
• Educational	strategies
• Regulation	(e.g MECIR)

(prioritisation)

(prioritisation)

Grading	the	evidence	of	methods and	formulating	
recommendations

Informal	recommendation	of	methods
Transparent	approach
• Adapt	GRADE?
• AHRQ	approach?

(prioritisation)



Evaluation of methods (primary studies)

§ A range of approaches are available to evaluate SR 
methods

– Expert opinion
– Theory
– Simulation studies
– Empirical evaluations

• Performance of a single method
• Meta-epidemiological 
• Comparison across methods

– Randomised trials
§ These approaches to have different strengths and 

weaknesses



Simulation studies



Empirical evaluations (performance of a single method)



Empirical evaluations (comparison across methods)



Randomised trials



Evaluation of methods (synthesis)

§Systematic reviews can be used to collate and 
synthesize evaluations of methods from:

– Simulation studies
– Empirical evaluations
– Randomised trials
– Or a mix of the above

E.g. Cochrane Methodology Reviews





Grading the evidence

Clinical interventions
§GRADE is a transparent and structured process for 

rating the quality of evidence in SRs and formulating 
recommendations for guidelines

– Assess the quality of the evidence (Summary of Findings 
tables)

– Formulate and grade strength of recommendations

Methods
§ Should we adapt such an approach for grading the 

evidence of methods and formulating 
recommendations?



Grading the evidence

Assess the quality of the evidence

Clinical	interventions Methods

Risk	of bias

Inconsistency	of	results

Indirectness	of	evidence

Imprecision

Publication	bias

Could	we	adapt	this	for	
assessing	the	quality	of	
the	evidence	for	
methods?



Clinical	interventions Methods

Balance	between	desirable	and		undesirable	
outcomes	(trade-offs)	

Confidence	 in	the	magnitude	 of	estimates	of	
effect	of	the	interventions	on	important	outcomes	
(overall	quality	of	evidence	for	outcomes)

Confidence	 in	values	and	preferences	and	their	
variability

Resource	use

Grading the evidence

Formulate and grade strength of recommendations

Could	we	adapt	this	for	
formulating	and	grading	
the	strength	of	
recommendations	for	
methods?



Towards	a	framework	for	
communicating	confidence	 in	
methodological	
recommendations	 for	systematic	
reviews	and	meta-analyses

[Trikalinos,	2013,	AHRQ]



Implementation

Clinical interventions
“ … guidelines do not implement themselves; they are often not 
used after dissemination, and implementation activities frequently 
produce only moderate improvement.”

[Grol 2001 Medical Care]

§ This gap between evidence and practice led to 
implementation science

“… scientific study of methods to promote the update of research 
findings into routine healthcare in clinical, organisational, or policy 
contexts.”

[www.implementationscience.com]



Implementation

EPOC	taxonomy	of	implementation	
strategies

Current	strategies	Cochrane uses	to	
implement	SR	methods

Audit	&	feedback CEU screening	of	pre-publication	
drafts	of	new	reviews	against	MECIR	
conduct	and	reporting	standards
CEU	monitoring	 of	review	quality	
(against	MECIR)	over	time

Monitoring	 the	performance	of	the	
delivery	of	healthcare

Educational	materials Training	materials

Educational	meetings Workshops

Clinical	practice	guidelines Handbook,	MECIR conduct	and	
reporting	 standards

…



Implementation

Methods
§Continuous monitoring of the quality of reviews facilitates 

the identification of problem areas in the implementation 
of methods

§Do we know if our current implementation strategies for 
increasing the use of recommended methods in 
Cochrane SRs work?

§ Should we be trying to evaluate our implementation 
strategies?



Key messages

§The conclusions of our SRs rest on the methods used 
§The steps involved in identifying, developing, evaluating, 

grading, and implementing methods for clinical 
interventions provide a framework that could be applied 
to SR methods

§ Is it time to adopt a more transparent and structured 
approach for recommending methods? 

§ Cochrane is in a unique position to develop and adopt 
such an approach

– Requires resources
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